CED MEETING
SATURDAY 08.05.2021, at 20:00 Mariakalnok Show Venue
SMT welcomes all the participants and thanks for coming in this difficult times. She hopes
that shows are going back to normal soon and Corona and Herpes will go more into the
background. She thanks Daniel and Andrzej for their activities in the past months.
Also Thomas did a lot and is a very important contact to the FEI for the CED acting as an
ambassador.
- WC Rules Central European League 22/23
Thomas talked to Irina about the problems for Central League riders not getting the full
points – she thinks positively about our issue because also RUS riders are effected
sometimes.
Thomas will send a proposal to CED Members and if it gets approved by them submit it to
the Dressage committee – WC Rules are not in the normal rules changing process – this goes
to Dressage Committee and from there to the Board.
- Rule Change Process 2023 the Top Hat rule change has to be brought in again - now we
have many supporters as Riders and Trainers Club and also many NFs It also will be discussed
at the Sports Forum
- New Chair FEI DC
Kempermann will retire and some candidates applied for the job – was discussed and will be
on the next agenda
TB: FEI Nomination Committee decides if somebody is principle eligible – then it goes to
General Assembly
- 5 Arena Cup
AS also brings in some other good ideas - Establishing a YH Championship for CED Country
horses. Discussion if this is fixed on studbook or country of the horse and it first has to find
support from the EEF
TB has some concerns if it would look like that this horses are not good enough for Ermelo or
Verden and later on if it is established it could also be overcrowded with Helgstrand horses if
it works with the same rules.
SMT it should be discussed if the aim is commercial or to support good training and giving YH
a chance to get into the sport and collect experience.
IV it could be like a qualifier for Verden or Ermelo for the winners –
TB sounds nice but not sure if this will find the support of FEI and Breeders Association
because this would mean additional Wild Cards.
Maybe starting with a Cup at CDIs and see how it develops.
AS also wants to upgrade the Donau Bohemia Cup with GP division to attract more better
riders. He also is looking for sponsors to make it more attractive again.
IV thinks this could be done but it should stay a national event to keep it cheaper than
international ones for the riders.
AS also found Sponsors for 5 Arena Cup and will work together with Clip my Horse to make it
even more attractive for riders and especially for more sponsors. It found also the support of
EEF.

AS 2022 celebration 5 years CED – wants to establish a congress inviting all SG and
representatives from CED Countries and also from EEF.
AS CED also would like to have an EU-CH.
TB explains that this only works by the bid process with the FEI - only a single NF and its OC
can bid – Poland has to place its bid there.
SMT closes the meeting and thanks everybody for coming
Next meeting will be a video meeting beginning of September or may be at CDI Brno

